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Oliver Dolder:

Managing Director edilon)(sedra
We are pleased to announce the appointment of Oliver Dolder to the role of Managing Director
of the edilon)(sedra Group, starting from 4 January 2021.
Oliver is an experienced professional with an accomplished and distinguished career in
the international rail infrastructure industry. In his previous position Oliver led Pandrol’s
global Equipment & Control Product Line in Paris, France.

Oliver Dolder

Oliver succeeds Annes Houck who has led our business successfully for 21 years. We
would like to express our special thanks and gratitude to Annes.
We are excited to welcome Oliver and look forward to his contributions as we innovate
and grow our businesses to new levels.

Deutsche Bahn
Approval for ERS
on concrete
superstructures

Corkelast® ERS on concrete superstructure (DB line Tutzing – Kochel)

On the basis of the EBA approval of 2019, the Networks Division of Deutsche Bahn AG issued a technical
statement (TM 4-2020-10489) as a user declaration on September 10, 2020.
This means that our Corkelast® ERS rail fastening systems on reinforced concrete superstructures, up to a structure
length of 25 m and a maximum line speed of 160 km/h, are permitted within the DB network without any project
approval restrictions.
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It doesn’t get
any greener!

Extension to Vitoria-Gasteiz
tram network
edilon)(sedra has been awarded the contract to supply track systems for the 5 km extension of the Vitoria-Gasteiz
tramway for contractor UTE Tecsa Altuna and end-customer Euskal Trenbide Sarea. Vitoria-Gasteiz is one of the
most environmental orientated cities in Spain.
Investments in green development to improve infrastructure,
are supported by both the local government and city council.
Low noise and vibrations combined with an outstanding
electrical isolation are some of the key requirements for the
track.
Our track systems Corkelast® EBS and SDS provide
answers to these requirements and will be installed
accordingly. Our rail coating solution Editack, will be supplied
for rail isolation and our Trackelast® noise & vibration mats
for sensitive areas. Product deliveries will start from Spring
2021. Our application engineering team supports with
the design works, preparation of switches and installation
supervision.

The 5 km extension includes five new platform stops that are
identical in structure, size and shape. They will be located in
Santa Lucía, La Iliada, Nicosia, La Unión and Salburua.
From 2008, we arranged a broad spectrum of rail fastening
systems and technical consultation services for the VitoriaGasteiz tramway in Spain, including ‘in street’, station, grass
and depot tracks (16,5 km in total).
The tramlines are perfectly integrated in the urban landscape
and offer a vital contribution to the city’s high ambitions in
the field of sustainability.
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Technical Masterpiece

Renovation of three heavy duty railway
bridges in Hungary
In the Hungarian city of Budapest, contractors are working hard on the renovation of three Southern Connection
Railway bridges. This renovation project, which is part of the cities overarching South Circle Train project, can
justifiably be called a technical masterpiece.

Installation of the new steel bridge elements

edilon)(sedra’s Corkelast® ERS will be installed as the track system on all three
bridges, 1.498 m of track in total. Duna Aszfalt Kft. will install the tracks, ensuring
no disturbance to ship and railway traffic. The installation of the first track is
expected to take place in Spring 2021.
The bridges, which are situated on the line between the Eastern Railway Station
and Hegyeshalom, are three of the busiest railway connections, crossing the river
Danube. The aim of the South Circle Train project is to provide a modern transport
alternative in southern Budapest for the residents of the conurbation.

Click on the image to start project video

EBS Product Seminars
Are you and your team actively involved in the design and engineering of slab tracks for track infrastructure? Are you
interested in learning more about embedded blocks with a focus on the application field of metros?
edilon)(sedra provide online EBS Product Seminars for railway engineering and constructing companies with special
interest in block or sleeper based track systems.
Our seminars have been developed to advise on engineering,
design, technical and practical aspects, as well as the
economic advantages of our Corkelast® Embedded Block
System (EBS). Whilst we are happy to expand on any content
required, we tend to focus on the following EBS related topics:
• Vibration attenuation
• Electrical insulation
• Track stability
• Switches and Crossings
• BIM
• Insertion loss calculations
• Track installation procedures and tools
• Track replacement or refurbishment

Should this prove to be of interest, please do not hesitate to
contact our colleagues of the EBS Competence Centre who
would be pleased to discuss your requirements and arrange a
customized online seminar.
Please contact: ebs@edilonsedra.com
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Project update of the Jokeri line, Finland
Installation works on Special Structures
are in full swing
In last year’s newsletter we announced the start of project Jokeri line in Finland. This line is built between Itäkeskus in
Helsinki and Keilaniemi in Espoo and is expected to start operation in 2023. After thorough preparation works with all
the project partners, product deliveries and installation works are currently in full swing.
We supply different types of our SDS rail encapsulation system
for almost 30 km of light rail track with the ultimate goal of
delivering a reliable track, with high capacity and passenger
comfort. Additionally, together with the Raide Jokeri project team
we are working on a series of Special Structures. These mainly

Sello Deck: ERS bridge construction on top of a parking garage
(ERS in steel channels designed by our application engineering team)

concern bridge constructions with building height restrictions,
for which our Corkelast® ERS system is ideally suited.
Below, the photos show the installation works for two of these
Special Structures: Sello Deck and Maasilta. We will keep you
informed of further developments regarding this project!

Maasilta: ERS (on background with tight R < 50 m curve) and
SDS type Mannheim (on foreground) with a transition zone in between

Working towards
sustainable track
systems
edilon)(sedra undertakes several initiatives to supply
sustainable rail systems and products. Take for
example the integration of Cashew nut shell liquid
(CNSL) into our Dex®-G grout product as a hardener.
CNSL is an excellent naturally renewable by-product that
can be extracted from cashew nut shells. This reddish brown
liquid inside the honeycomb structure of the shell is extracted.
By means of this we hope to contribute to optimal and safe
production and processing conditions.

Would you like to know more about our sustainable
initiatives? Visit edilonsedra.com/sustainability
or contact us.

Raw cashew nut shells
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Off they go!

We have just supplied the first Corkelast® EBS units for the new extensions of Warsaw Metro’s 2nd line. In order to
save transport costs and involve local partners, a new production line has been setup in Poland.
Switch bearers designed by our application engineering team will also be delivered soon. Additionally, Trackelast® mats will be
supplied, to match the defined project requirements for a high level of vibration attenuation in selected sensitive track locations.
The deliveries are part of our comprehensive service package that we provide for this project, from the early design phase to the
installation of our EBS.

Extension of Tram Line 1 of Athens
tramway completed

A stabilised soil track solution, designed to withstand floods
after heavy rain fall.
In the Faliron Bay area of Athens, the extension of Tram Line 1 of Athens tramway has recently been completed. edilon)(sedra
supplied different track system solutions for this project in which green and durable aspects played an important role.
Faliron Bay is a part of South Athens, which was developed
for the Olympic Games that took place in the city in 2004. As
part of the extended urban transit network to accommodate
for the large sports minded crowds, a few tramlines were built.
Now, after 15 years the somewhat deteriorated Faliron Bay is
being redeveloped into a contemporary urban city section. This
included the upgrading of a 1,8 km double track section of
Line 1 on a lower alignment as an anti-flooding measure.

give the track an environmental friendly appearance.
The rails are fastened on elastic fastenings.

For the new tram track section to integrate in its surroundings
a stabilised soil track solution has been applied. To
accommodate for this, edilon)(sedra supplied a SDS track
system solution (Sound Damping System) to form a separation
zone between the running rail and the stabilised soil that will

Based on a constructive and practical dialogue with the project
contractor AKTOR SA we were able to compile a combination
of edilon)(sedra solutions into a consistent tram track
development and realisation. Commercial operation started on
20 January 2021.

SDS is already supplied within numerous projects across
Europe. For cross-over switches a special solution has been
developed with the use of an SDS-M system (modular concrete
embedded SDS). For transitions zones a Corkelast® ERS
(Embedded Rail System) solution has been provided.
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Corkelast® ERS slab track

45 years
in service with
minimum
maintenance!
The first slab track system in The Netherlands was installed
in 1976 in the city of Deurne. This Corkelast® Embedded
Rail System was installed on the main line between
Eindhoven and Venlo. This line is not only used for intercity
and commuter trains but also an important freight corridor
from Holland to the industrial Ruhr area in Germany and is
therefore frequently used by freight trains.

1976

Since 1976 the Dutch Rail Authority has only twice (1994
and 2020) been required to replace sections of rail, in which
each occasion the reason was rail wear only. We expect
the Embedded Rail track to be in service for many years to
come. Something we are proud of.

2020
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